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NAIM SUPERNAIT 3
Technical Director Steve Sells gives an
insight into the way the Salisbury company
is thinking about phono stages and more, to
introduce an in-depth review of the latest
iteration of Naim’s flagship integrated
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ATC’s remarkable SMC50 ASL active
speaker reviewed by MC: see p6
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He considers how they challenge established
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MYTEK DIGITAL MANHATTAN II
Yes, the styling is undeniably giltzy, and the
display best read from afar, but Andrew
Harrison has no such reservations about the
sound of this flexible DAC
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with just about every company offfering a
range of headphones. Keith Howard reveals
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read about elsewhere
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AUDIO NOTE TT3
This three-motor turntable comes in a choice
of three versions, thanks to a range of power
supply options. Kevin Fiske reviews it, with
further thoughts and opinions from MC and
Chris Frankland

Q ACOUSTICS CONCEPT 300
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like this, thanks in no small part to the
intriguing ‘Tensegrity’ stands – and MC finds
the sound more than matches the style
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Melco digital music range, and a look at the
company’s innovative new Intelligent Music
Library software they use
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GOLDMUND TELOS 590
NEXTGEN
This very luxurious integrated amplifier from
the Swiss manufacturer has MC admiring its
fit and finish – and then enjoying even more
the way it plays music
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Already a fan of Quiescent’s signal cables,
Kevin Fiske discovers the incremental
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ATC’S ‘STARTER SYSTEM’
Andrew Everard follows up on Martin’s
review with a look at a new CD player/
amplifier system from ATC, partnered with
the enduring SCM7 speakers
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Chris Frankland has his interest piqued by
this long-established French manufacturer,
and gets more than he’d bargained for

ATC SCM50 ASL
Martin Colloms spends time with this studioderived active monitor, and finds much to
like in its explicit, powerful sound
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There’s much more to the Q Acoustics
Concept 300 speaker (p36) than just its
innovative ‘Tensegrity’ stand
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Colin Anderson enthuses about the very best
of the latest classical releases

CHORD HUGO TT2 & M SCALER
The revised verion of Chord’s ‘tabletop’
DAC is impressive enough, says Andrew
Harrison, but add on the company’s M Scaler
and you unleash a truly world-class converter
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JAZZ MUSIC
Greg Drygala immerses himself in the flow
of some intrigiung new sounds
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